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President's Message

Dear Garden Club Friends,

This summer has flown by. Many of us have enjoyed the chance to get together with friends and
family we haven’t seen in person in far too long. Our Lily Day meeting at Barb’s garden was a lovely
day in spite of the weather.

Looking ahead we will have a chance to catch up with each other at the Plant Exchange meeting at
Helene’s home on September 15 at 12:30 pm. Please plan to eat your lunch at home before the
meeting and remember to bring a chair, a mask and a plant to share (labeled with Latin name,
common name and cultural information).  The hostesses will provide drinks and dessert. We will
discuss possible new projects so bring your suggestions.

The Acorn Hall urns flourished all summer thanks to Sheila and all of you who helped to maintain
them. We will be replanting them for the fall season and the holidays.

Looking ahead, Sally, Barb and Stephanie have put together a really terrific group of programs. Our
meeting location will continue to be changeable depending on the availability of the meeting rooms at
the VFW and Arboretum. Be sure to consult your yearbook for meeting information and look for an
email update sent before each meeting notifying the club of last minute changes. Yearbooks will be
distributed at Plant Exchange. Please review your contact information and notify us of any required
corrections.  We may change our meetings from in-person to Zoom if necessary.

Enjoy your fall gardening and we hope to see you soon!

Sally and Pam

            How Climate Change Affects Insects and the Food Supply

Insects are cold blooded and their metabolism and activity are very greatly influenced by the
temperature of their bodies. Their temperature is almost entirely dependent on that of the surrounding
environment. Higher temperatures usually stimulate their activity and influence the development,
reproduction, and survival of insect pests.



In temperate regions, warming temperatures can cause cold blooded insects to become more active
in the area of reproduction. Rising air temperature, especially when there is moisture present,
generally results in a larger insect population. These conditions will support earlier emergence from
the shells that surround them during their nymph phase and there will be more generations of insects
per year.

Increased  insect population = decreasing produce.

Reproduction isn’t the only insect activity that increases with warming climate conditions.  In
temperate regions rising temperatures also boost the rate at which insects can digest food. This
definitely increases behavior that demolishes crops, decreases the crop yield, and increases the cost
of protecting the crops from the insect pests.

Losses due to insects and climate change are projected to be largest for maize and wheat because
these crops are mostly grown in temperate regions, where warming is expected to boost insect
population numbers.  Rice is grown mostly in tropical regions where temps are already optimal for
increasing insect reproduction.

These losses will cause real food prices to rise and will aggravate the problem of food insecurity
already suffered by too many families.

As climate change progresses some insects may become
trapped in habitats that can no longer support them. They may
consequently go extinct or lose genetically important segments
of their population.  Other species may survive by moving
themselves north to cooler climates.

Environmentalists support entomophagy, which means eating
bugs, as a way to solve world hunger.  Insects emit less
greenhouse gas than cows, require about a quarter of the feed,
and breeders need very little space to raise their bugs.

There is evidence that mealworms, cockroaches, and crickets are safe to eat.  Bug eating is practiced
in many places around the world, but is uncommon in rich western countries like ours.

Lanternfly

There has been a lot of chatter on the neighborhood blogs about the lanternfly. Maria Hendershot
offered this link to information about the dreaded insect.

https://njaes.rutgers.edu/spotted-lanternfly/

https://njaes.rutgers.edu/spotted-lanternfly/


Picking and Preserving Pumpkins

Whether you make pumpkin picking a day trip to a favorite country spot or you pick one up at the local
produce stand or supermarket, you will want your pumpkin to stay fresh from fall to Halloween and
even to Thanksgiving. Luckily, there are a few steps you can follow to keep your pumpkin fresh and
beautiful.

Picking a Healthy Pumpkin.

Shop for pumpkins as soon as you begin seeing them at stands or when you see signs that say “Pick
Your Own Pumpkins”.  You’ll have a better choice of fresh and healthy pumpkins.  Don’t worry about
getting your pumpkins so early they will rot before Halloween. See the suggestions below to avoid that.
Make sure you are picking mature pumpkins. Pumpkins that are harvested before they are done
growing are more susceptible to rotting. Select only pumpkins with firm stems that are at least a few
inches long. Be mindful of not picking up a pumpkin by its stem: the stem might break off.  A broken
stem acts like a wick that seeps water from the inside of the pumpkin, leading to shriveling.

The best pumpkins to pick have a deep hollow sound when you tap them.  To test a pumpkin, hold it in
one hand, place your ear next to the pumpkin and knock on its side with the knuckles of the other
hand.

Suggestions for Keeping Your Pumpkins Looking Fresh

The first thing that makes pumpkins (and gourds) rot is the dirt and mold they pick up from the fields
where they are grown.  To clean them, prepare a mixture of one gallon of water, two tablespoons of
bleach, and a squirt of dish soap. Put the pumpkins in enough water to completely cover them and add
the bleach solution. Soak your pumpkins for 15 - 30 minutes. Rinse and dry well.  You can use the
same solution as a daily spritz.

Next, choose one of the suggestions below to extend the time you can enjoy healthy and attractive
pumpkins. Your choice may extend the way your pumpkins look for a few weeks, or even longer,
depending on the condition of the pumpkins when you brought them home and the heat and humidity
they are exposed to.

● Resist carving pumpkins if Halloween is more than a week away.  The skin of the
pumpkin acts like a protective layer for the inside. As soon as you cut the pumpkin it will
be exposed to bacteria, oxidation, and insects which will speed up  deterioration.  Opt to
decorate your pumpkin instead of cutting into it.

● You can use the same solution described above and use a paintbrush or spritz bottle to
cover all exposed surfaces of the pumpkin, both the interior and the exterior.

● Peppermint dish soap is a natural alternative to bleach or any other chemical
preparation.  Dilute one tablespoon of the soap in a quart of water and spray as
described above.

● Pumpkins placed outside should be in a dry, shaded spot such as a covered porch.
Moisture from rain can lead to mold and mush.



● Hair spray and acrylic finish spray are great sealants that prevent pumpkins from getting
dehydrated and moldy and prevent rodents from eating your pumpkins.

● WD-40’s anti-freezing and water repelling properties will keep both uncarved and carved
pumpkins fresh for longer and  keep insects and other creepy crawlers away.  Just spray
WD-40 on and wipe off the excess.  Wait a day for the WD-40 to dry completely before
putting a candle inside.

● Acrylic liquid floor cleaners can work as excellent preservatives for carved and  uncarved
pumpkins, keeping them shiny and fresh for up to four weeks.

● Smear a layer of vaseline on the exterior of the pumpkin and edges of cut out sections.
It will combat bacteria and keep moisture trapped in.
BONUS:   Halloween pranksters won’t be able to “borrow” your slippery pumpkin.

● Pumpkin Fresh and Pumpkin Dunk’n are preservative sprays sold commercially.

Try one of these suggestions, and you will be able to enjoy insect free, mold and bacteria free, healthy
and longer lasting pumpkins.

Extending the Summer Garden

It’s an unfortunate fact of life that the beautiful annual flowers you carefully chose for your summer
garden will only last for one short season.  No amount of TLC can change that. But don’t give up on
your garden too quickly.  When your flowers start to fade, refresh and extend your summer garden by
replacing them with annuals that can tolerate varying degrees of cold weather and frost. There are lots
of different flowers to choose from.

Marigolds that come in beautiful fall colors of reds, golds and yellows will last until the first frost. China
asters (the annual type) and hardy geraniums tolerate very cold temperatures but frost will kill them.
When it gets as cold as 20 degrees calendula and annual phlox will still look good.  There is even a
large group of flowers that can survive temperatures of less than 20 degrees. This group includes
pansies and dianthus. None of these late season flowers will come back next year - they are all annual
plants, and won’t live through winter like hardy perennials will. They will however hang around longer
after your tender summer annuals will.

Use the list below to plan your continuously blooming fall garden.



FROST HARDY: (Withstands 20 degrees or less)
Alyssum Anemone Dianthus Dusty Miller Flowering
Cabbage Perennials Primrose Viola Statice
Ranunculus Snapdragon Verbena bonariensis Pansy

FROST TOLERANT: (Conditioned down to 20 degrees)
Calendula Nicotiana Petunia Phlox (Annual) Stock
Salvia Victoria Salvia greggii Stock Verbena canadensis

Half Hardy:  (Tolerates very cold temperatures but not direct frost - cover to protect)
Ageratum Aster Gazania       Hardy Geranium Lobelia       Verbena (upright)

Planting Perennials in the Fall

Fall, while the soil is still warm, is the best season for planting spring flowering bulbs and perennials.
This is also a good time to increase your collection of perennials by dividing and transplanting some of
the plants you already have in your yard. If you end up with too many plants after you divide them,
plan to swap your divided plants with some friends.

Planting perennials in the ground before the soil is frozen will give the plants late fall, winter, and early
spring to establish roots.  This could mean several months of additional root development before the
summer heat arrives.  Keep fall-planted perennials well watered until the ground freezes.  Protect them
from frosts with a blanket of shredded leaves or other mulch.

The drawback to planting perennials in the spring is that they may not have enough time to get their
roots established before the summer heat.  If there is an unusually hot spring day, your plant could die
from heat stress. Be sure to provide lots of water to your new plants.

Fall is also a good time to sow perennial seeds, mimicking nature and what happens when a plant
drops its seeds. The seeds sit in the soil through the fall and winter, and are ready to bloom when the
warm weather returns. You won’t get any flowers if the birds eat all your seeds, so cover the ground
with mulch.

In late summer and early fall you may find some great bargains at garden centers that are trying to sell
the last of their summer inventory.  They may have ordered too many plants in anticipation of the
spring or maybe they plan to sell Christmas trees. Plants the nursery is left with should probably get
buried in the soil rather than being left in containers. (More work for the nursery staff and another
reason to sell off the extra stock.) Dips into freezing temperatures could trap too much rain or snow
water in the pots.  When the water slowly thaws, the plant’s root balls will drown.

Not all garden centers sell perennials in the fall. Do a little research to be sure the nursery is selling
perennials at a discounted price and that they have what you are looking for.



Best bargain:  dormant spring perennials. You may find a pot that looks like dirt with a few dead stems.
If the roots are alive, they might sprout and flower in the spring.

Two more benefits:  It may be easier to get professional answers to some of your gardening
questions in the fall when nurseries are not as busy as they are in the spring.  And you will have more
time to concentrate on your spring plantings.

Perennials have different blooming times. With some careful planning you can have something
blooming from early spring to late fall or even early winter.

Growing Plants in Space

Vegetable Production System, known as Veggie, is a space garden aboard the
International Space Station. The project is part of ongoing NASA research to learn
how to feed astronaut crews during future missions to the Moon and Mars as they
spend weeks, months, and even years in space.  Early experiments with growing
plants in space were aimed at understanding how gravity affects plant growth.
Without gravity water tends to form into droplets rather than into a steady flow.
Droplets can burst, flooding the plant and choking off its oxygen. Gravity is a major
signal to plants that tells them which way to grow. Without normal Earth gravity
plants can even have trouble telling which way is up.

Later experiments focused on growing fresh fruits, vegetables, and flowers in space. The ability to
raise plants in space has been a NASA priority for years. Astronauts traveling to the moon or Mars will
require a reliable food supply.  Astronauts are provided with a wide variety of freeze-dried and
prepackaged foods.  Unfortunately the nutrients in prepared food break down over time. NASA has
already shown that plant growth in space is feasible as a food source.  Veggie is exploring space
agriculture as a way to replace the missing nutrients and add variety to the astronauts’ diet

The Veggie garden is about the size of a carry-on piece of luggage. It has a growing area of
approximately 1.7 square feet and a maximum growing height of 18 inches. It typically holds six plants
at a time. Because roots grow differently in space, Veggie had to meet the challenge  of providing the
plants with the nourishment they need through proper irrigation.  NASA  provides adequate hydration
and aeration to the root zone of the plant in zero gravity using plant pillows. Seeds and nutrients are
inserted into plant pillows which are filled with soil and fertilizer.  The pillows help distribute water,
nutrients, and air in a healthy balance around the roots. NASA’s plant pillows include a base reservoir
of water that is covered with a permeable fabric. A series of wicks guide the water towards the plants
as the water seeps into the soil.

Crew members insert the plant pillows into the Veggie plant growth system, activate the system’s LED
lights, add water, and monitor the pillows on a regular basis.  A control group of Identical plant pillows
at the Kennedy Space Station Processing Center will go through the same procedures.  According to
NASA, they wanted to have plants and flowers on the ship for food AND aesthetics that flowers add to
provide color to otherwise plain surroundings.



The first vegetable to be grown in space was red romaine lettuce. Veggie has successfully grown a
variety of plants including three types of lettuce, Chinese cabbage, mizuna mustard, red Russian kale,
and zinnias. Some of the plants are harvested and eaten by crew members, with remaining samples
returned to Earth to be analyzed.

Queen of the Fall Flowers

The first known reference to the chrysanthemum flower is recorded in Chinese manuscripts that date
back to the 5th century B.C.  Chrysanthemums were cultivated as a flowering herb and were
frequently the subject of Chinese art like the plate pictured here. They were believed to have the

power of life. Its petals and shoots were eaten in salads, its flowers and
leaves were taken and brewed into festive teas, and legend says the roots
were used to cure headaches.  The ancient Chinese name for
chrysanthemum is “Chu”.  The Chinese city of Chu-Hsien was named to
honor the flower.

In ancient China, people called a man of great virtue a gentleman.
Together, the plum blossom, the orchid, the bamboo, and the
chrysanthemum are known as the Four Gentlemen or the Four Noble
Ones. The term compares the four plants to Confucian junzi (gentlemen).

The plants can also refer to the four seasons. Chrysanthemum is autumn.  The Four Gentlemen have
been used in Chinese painting since the Song dynasty because of their refined beauty.

Around the 8th century A.D. the flower was introduced to Japan where it was given the status of
royalty.  The flower is used on the  Emperor’s seal and crest and in the family crest of many prominent
Japanese families.  The Order of the Chrysanthemum is the highest level of decoration that can be
awarded to an individual for distinguished service to the nation. Japan celebrates National
Chrysanthemum Day which is called the Festival of Happiness.  It is one of the five ancient festival
days in the country. Kiku is the Japanese word for chrysanthemums.

The chrysanthemum flower was introduced to Europe during the 17th century when a French
businessman brought it back from China.  It took on a darker meaning in Europe as a symbol of death,
and was used for funerals and graves.

Since its introduction to the American colonies, the popularity of chrysanthemums has grown so much
that they are called “Queen of the Fall Flowers”. They are a popular gift to bring along  when visiting
friends and family and have been used for corsages and decorations at Homecoming football games.

The chrysanthemum is the largest commercially produced flower in the United States due to its ease
of cultivation, ability to bloom on schedule, the variety of bloom forms, its magnificent fall colors and

because they are one of the longest lasting of all cut
flowers.

The Four Gentlemen or The Four Noble Ones

The plum blossom, the Orchid, the bamboo, and the chrysanthemum.



Soil and Serotonin

Studies have found that tending to plants and vegetation can help boost your mood.  There are certain
bacteria strains in the soil that can contribute to our serotonin production. Serotonin is the “happy”
chemical that is naturally produced by our minds and reportedly helps combat depression.
According to the scientists who study this subject, caring for a plant helps the brain produce its own
serotonin.

Butterflies like flowers, but love weeds.

Studies have shown that butterflies are more attracted to
dandelions and clovers than flowers these days.  Most of the
flowers being grown today have pesticides that butterflies hate.
Some flowers even come genetically bred to enhance their
growth. This causes a loss of fragrance.

Gardening as Art and Science

Gardening can be considered both as an art concerned with
arranging plants harmoniously in their surroundings and as a s
encompassing the principles and techniques of cultivation.

Thanks Suzanne for sharing some humor.

(Continued on next page.)





Preventing Weather Damage to Your Garden

In weather zones 6 and 7 here in New Jersey, a freeze warning in fall often signals to gardeners the end
of the growing season.  Temperatures drop low enough to kill off annuals and can damage or even
destroy hardy perennials, shrubs, and trees and cause them to begin their periods of dormancy.

Wilting or droopy leaves, softened or blackened foliage, burn-like spots on flowers and foliage and a foul
odor are all signs of damage caused by frost or freezing temperatures.  An  excessively loose root ball -
excluding those that result from digging up a plant -  can indicate serious damage.

The degree of possible frost damage to plants is due not only to temperatures, but also to humidity, the
proximity of large structures, the amount of moisture in the soil, the age and health of the plants and
some additional factors. Below are some suggestions to protect your plants from cold weather damage
to your garden.

           Water your plants a day or two before a frost is expected. Moist soil can hold up to 4x more heat  than
dry soil, warming the soil surface and the area around the plant by as much as several degrees.  Plants
protected by loose soil and mulch are more susceptible to frost damage than those surrounded by well
watered, bare earth.  The air pockets in loose soil and mulch shed heat more quickly than those in firm
soil. Do not saturate the plants when the temperatures are extremely low because it could cost frost
heave.*

*Frost heave occurs when the weather goes back and forth between frost and freezing weather
conditions, creating pressure which lifts the soil upward, usually taking the plant with it

 
 Bring tender plants indoors. Small container gardens and any plants still in their nursery containers can

be moved inside. An unheated garage or garden shed will work when temperatures dip into the
mid-30s.  Temperatures nearer to freezing call for an insulated indoor situation.

 
 Repurpose old bedspreads, blankets, and large towels to create a tent-like dome of insulation around

the plants.  You can purchase Inexpensive tarps at Home Depot and Lowes. Some gardeners
discourage the use of plastic instead of woven fabric but if you do use plastic do not let it touch the
plants.  Cover the plants in early evening just before the sun goes down and remove them when the
sun comes up. To be effective covers must reach all the way down to the roots of the plants.

 
 Use a garden cloche - French for Bell - or make your own.  Cut the bottom of a gallon sized milk jug or

two liter soda bottle. Turn it over and place it on top of the plant, protecting the plant from the elements.
Push the upside jug about one inch into the dirt.`

 
 Many gardeners favor the use of evergreen boughs to cover and protect tender plants.  One reason is

how easy the boughs are to remove in the spring. A thick layer of leaves, Christmas tree branches,
wreaths, straw, and hay can be used instead of or in addition to the  boughs. Straw can be left in the
garden to be used as weed-suppressing mulch.

 
 Provide an artificial heat source.  Place a heat source inside your tarp to warm the air and protect your

plants.  Holiday lights and 100 watt light bulbs are suggested as safe wattages to use.   Do not let the



lights touch the plants. Uncover your plants and turn off the heat during the day to avoid overheating
and to provide enough ventilation.

 
 Wrap burlap around the base of roses, or mound 3 or 4 inches of soil around the plants.
 
 Use a cold frame to keep your plants safe from the elements.   There are lots of sites on the internet

with directions to build your own cold frame including Growveg.com/How to Make a Cold Frame Step
by Step or epicgardening.com/26 Cold Frame Plans for Your Winter Garden.

Recovery

If your plant is damaged from a frost or a freeze, do not prune off the affected parts or dig up the plant.
Wait until the weather warms up in the spring to see if the plant has new growth. Remove only the
damaged portions of the plant to allow new growth to take over. If there is no new growth, consider the
plant dead and toss it.

Do not fertilize any plant with frost or freeze damage until it has put on some new growth. After a frost
attack has passed, many plants will need water to help them re-leaf after the first tender leaves were lost
to frost.

Keep reading for some good news.

You can still enjoy a beautiful display of fall colored plantings after your summer flowers begin to fade.
Extend your summer garden with perennial and annual plants that can be planted in the fall and can
handle varying degrees of cold weather and frost. Read the article in this newsletter that discusses ways
to maintain a flourishing garden in the cool weather.

Members of theGarden Club spent a beautiful day at
Lavender Farm in Milford, New Jersey. We were lucky to
have such a beautiful day to be outside.  A docent gave
a short talk on lavender, describing the various species
in the field and  how to collect it, and then invited us to
cut as much of the lavender as we wanted.

Before our visit ended we were treated to lavender tea.
The best item in the gift shop was a lavender scented
bug repellent.  Thanks for arranging a great trip for
Barbara and Sally.




